SUMMARY
INTRODUCTION
Basing itself on XML (Extensible Markup Language) [1] and Semantic Web technologies, ScadaOnWeb [2] is the first major project to apply Semantic Web technologies to the domain of engineering data by making available an ontology for SCADA applications. This ontology [3] is defined in RDF (Resource Description Framework) [4] , OWL (Web Ontology Language) [5] and MathML (Mathematical Markup Language) [6] within an XML file and comprises a basic ontology providing a general model for SCADA data, an ontology for physical quantities, units and data quality, and specific ontologies for different SCADA applications. The XML file that defines the semantics can be combined with a binary file for effective handling of large amounts of structured numeric data inherent into most SCADA applications [7] . The semantics wrapped around the structured numeric data enables the user to understand and to interpret the numbers. Like a gifor jpeg-picture can be viewed by clicking on it, engineering data defined with this new Web data type can be displayed in any browser with a ScadaOnWeb plug-in. Standard transaction templates supporting the ScadaOnWeb technology enable the user to view and extract data as well as to download subsets from any n-dimensional dataset. The ScadaOnWeb technology, though, is by no means limited to the range of application domains covered by the prototype applications but has the potential to access and control in a many client, many server environment any device that supplies or receives data for which a standardized dictionary is available. Therefore, future applications of ScadaOnWeb technology may be found in application domains as remote to each other as emission detection, disaster prediction, distributed power generation, supervision of off-shore installations and applications fed by non-proprietary sources of stock market data.
C C I I R R E E D D
A ScadaOnWeb system can be used in a similar way as the Web is used today: If it is known where Scada information is stored the client application can be pointed to it (e.g. by specifying the object URL (uniform resource locator) in a Web browser or other local application or by clicking on a hyperlink). The client can access the remote ScadaOnWeb object and display it to the user. Besides, a set of functionality such as graphically displaying the time variation of a measurement or of a set of engineering data produced by a simulation is provided. In order to make use of the ScadaOnWeb technology, engineering and process data information must be provided in compliance with the ScadaOnWeb ontology.
As an example for an application-specific demonstrator using the ScadaOnWeb ontology this paper shortly describes the prototype application "Condition based maintenance for electrical power systems" and then focuses on the features of the ontology defined for it.
SCADAONWEB DEMONSTRATOR "CONDITION BASED MAINTENANCE FOR ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS"
As monitoring devices are still very expensive, the prototype application focuses on system elements that pay off the costs. Therefore only those devices are taken into account that are very expensive and of outstanding importance within the power system. In the extra high and high voltage level transformers and circuit breakers will be considered. In the medium voltage level, the technology might be used for the transmission of the signals of shortcircuit displays within substations, as this information is vital for the quick and reliable locating of the failure and thus also for re-supply of interrupted customers.
The application provides effective means for information and event handling. Online data monitoring allows the user to view online information such as measured values and events which are of major interest. Historic measurement data can be queried to derive maintenance strategies. The user can subscribe to events he wants to be notified of, e.g. in the case of limit violations, and select the medium of notification. Parameters of the events, e.g. values for upper and lower limit violations, can be defined leading to warnings and alarms directed to the control room or sent as SMS or email to the person responsible to take the necessary actions. Entitled users can acknowledge warnings and alarms, thereby logging this action in the event log list where it can be traced any time.
Concerning the data that is necessary to support such an application, IEC 61850 (Communication Networks and Systems in Substations) [8] proves to be a good basis for developing this application-specific ontology. It contains measurement data, status information and other data of relevant substation components. For example, power transformers and their accessories as well as circuitbreakers and monitoring devices are included. In terms of monitoring nodes, though, only rudimentary information exists. Therefore a working group consisting of members of ALSTOM, ABB, SIEMENS, MR, RWE and FGH is working on a proposal for monitoring data to be considered in the next edition of IEC 61850-7-4. The following sections show how data of IEC 61850-7-4 can be mapped to an the application-specific ontology.
APPLICATION SPECIFIC ONTOLOGY
Before defining the application-specific ontology its scope must be clear. For simplicity reasons, an ontology is described with which it is possible to model a power transformer with a sensor measuring the winding hot-spot temperature.
With RDF and RDF-Schema [9] a power transformer can be modeled as a class as shown in Figure 2 .
<rdfs:Class rdf:ID="PowerTransformer"> <!--Logical node YPTR of IEC 61850 --> <rdf:type rdf:resource="IEC_61850_7_4"/> <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource= "http://www.scadaonweb.com/ontology/basics.xml#Product"/> <rdfs:label>power transformer</rdfs:label> <rdfs:comment>Used in electrical power systems to connect terminals of different voltage levels with each other</rdfs:comment> </rdfs:Class> FIGURE 2 -Definition of the class PowerTransformer within the application-specific ontology for condition-based maintenance of electrical power systems
The class PowerTransformer is defined as a sub-class of Product defined in the basic ScadaOnWeb ontology. The ScadaOnWeb ontology defines three principal types of physical objects: Product, Product life segment and Product at instant. Product describes the complete lifetime of a physical object. Product life segment describes a segment and an activity, respectively, in the life of a product. Product at instant describes an instant and state, respectively, in the life of a product. All classes are a specialization of these principal concepts and can be defined as their subclasses or as subclass of a derived class, e.g. Power transformer at instant or Power transformer life segment. As in IEC 61850-7-4 a According to IEC 61850 the measured value winding hot-spot temperature with the attribute name HPTmp is defined as a compound property with the mandatory properties of the value of winding hot-spot temperature, time and measurement quality.
C C I I R R E E D D
A compound physical property has a single physical object as its domain which in the example serialization of Figure 3 is TransformerAtInstant. As such a compound physical property consisting of time, temperature and quality is not only needed by a specific application but can be made use of by a wide range of other applications, it is defined within the ScadaOnWeb ontology for physical quantities, units and properties as shown in Figure 4 and can then be referenced from application-specific ontologies as done in Figure 3 .
<rdf:RDF ... (Definition of namespaces)> <sowpb:PhysicalProperty rdf:ID="yptrHPTmp"> <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="compound_physical_properties.xml #timeAndTemperatureAndQuality"/> <rdfs:label>power transformer values for instant of time, measured winding hotspot temperature and quality </rdfs:label> <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="basics.xml#TransformerAtInstant"/> <rdfs:range rdf:resource="compound_physical_quantity_spaces.xml #InstantInTimeAndTemperatureAndQuality"/> </sowpb:PhysicalProperty> </rdf:RDF> FIGURE 3 -Definition of the compound physical property yptrHPTmp within the application-specific ontology for condition-based maintenance of electrical power systems A compound physical property evaluates to give a compound physical quantity. It can be defined by a vector of two or more physical properties. As shown in Figure 4 , the file compound_physical_properties.xml defines the compound physical property referenced by the serialization of Figure 3 timeAndTemperatureAnd Quality as a vector consisting of timeOfInstant, measuredTemperature and assignedMeasurementQuality.
<rdf:RDF ... (Definition of namespaces)> <sowpb:PhysicalProperty rdf:ID= "timeAndTemperatureAndQuality"> <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="basics.xml#ProductAtInstant"/> <rdfs:range rdf:resource="compound_physical_quantity_spaces.xml "#InstantInTimeAndTemperatureAndQuality"/> <rdfs:label>instant of time, measured winding hotspot temperature and quality </rdfs:label> <sowpb:definition> <mathml:vector> <rdf:Property rdf:resource= "physical_properties.xml#timeOfInstant"/> <rdf:Property rdf:resource="physical_properties.xml #measuredTemperature"/> <rdf:Property rdf:resource="physical_properties.xml #assignedMeasurementQuality"/> </mathml:vector> </sowpb:definition> </sowpb:PhysicalProperty> <!--definition of other compound physical properties --> </rdf:RDF> FIGURE 4 -Definition of a compound physical property within the ScadaOnWeb ontology
The properties of the compound property themselves reference properties defined in the file physical_properties.xml (Figure 5 ) of the ScadaOnWeb ontology which themselves reference physical quantity spaces of the ScadaOnWeb ontology. Consequently, for the definition of the compound physical property yptr_HPTmp it is sufficient for the applicationspecific ontology to make the definitions according to Figure 3 . Everything else is provided by the ScadaOnWeb ontology. Given that an application requires other compound physical properties that are not defined within the ScadaOnWeb ontology, these properties must be defined in the application-specific ontology.
<rdf:RDF ... (Definition of namespaces)> <rdf:Property rdf:ID="timeOfInstant"> <rdf:type rdf:resource="property_basics.xml#PhysicalProperty"/> <rdfs:label lang="en">time of instant</rdfs:label> <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="basics.xml#ProductAtInstant"/> <rdfs:range rdf:resource="physical_quantity_spaces.xml#Time"/> </rdf:Property> <rdf:Property rdf:ID="measuredTemperature"> <rdf:type rdf:resource="property_basics.xml#PhysicalProperty"/> <rdfs:label lang="en">measured temperature</rdfs:label> <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="basics.xml#ProductAtInstant"/> <rdfs:range rdf:resource= "physical_quantity_spaces.xml#ThermodynamicTemperature"/> </rdf:Property> <rdf:Property rdf:ID="assignedMeasurementQuality"> <rdf:type rdf:resource="property_basics.xml#PhysicalProperty"/> <rdfs:label lang="en">assigned measurement quality</rdfs:label> <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="basics.xml#PhysicalObject"/> <rdfs:range rdf:resource="quality.xml#MeasurementQuality"/> </rdf:Property> <!--definition of other physical properties --> </rdf:RDF> FIGURE 5 -Definition of simple physical properties within the ScadaOnWeb ontology A compound physical quantity value is identified with respect to a compound physical quantity space and a compound scale. The serialization in Figure 6 shows the definition of a compound physical quantity space InstantInTimeAndTemperatureAndQuality referred to as range for the compound physical property timeAndTemperatureAndQuality. Analogous to that a compound scale is defined as shown in Figure 7 .
SOW_Schroeder_A2. <mathml:ci type="set">R</mathml:ci> <mathml:ci type="set">R</mathml:ci> <mathml:ci type="set">I</mathml:ci> </mathml:vector> </rdfs:range> <rdfs:label xml:lang="en">UTC and Kelvin and QualityId</rdfs:label> <sowpb:unitSymbol>UTC, K, QualityId</sowpb:unitSymbol> <sowb:definition rdf:parseType="daml:collection"> <mathml:vector> <sowpb:Scale rdf:resource="http://www.scadaonweb.com/utc.xml#utc"/> <sowpb:Scale rdf:resource="http://www.scadaonweb.com/scales.xml#kelvin"/> <sowpb:Scale rdf:resource= "http://www.scadaonweb.com/scales.xml#identification"/> </mathml:vector> </sowb:definition> </sowpb:Scale> </rdf:RDF> FIGURE 7 -Definition of a compound scale within the ScadaOnWeb ontology
The ontology is now sufficient to support the serialization shown in Figure 7 , where the winding hot-spot temperature is measured every 15 minutes. The distribution PowerTransformer_2002-05 is the stored data from 2002-05-01 to 2002-05-31. It is described with MathML tags and is defined by the following equation:
The parameterization's relation indicates how measurements are arranged in a table. For a time series of measurements made by a single sensor, this information is not needed, because each measurement has a time stamp.
However, if the distribution were for measurements made by a set of sensors at a single time, it would be necessary to specify an arrangement for the measurements in the table.
The identification of the parameterization makes it possible to state explicitly that different tables have the same arrangement. Even in the case of a time series, the parameterization can state explicitly that the measurements are in increasing time order. This information will reduce access times when reading the data.
The 'table' is a purely numeric structure. A multidimensional table can be stored within the XML file in a linearised 1D form, which takes the items one at a time row by row and then plane by plane. Alternatively, the table can be defined by reference to an external file. This can have a compact binary format such as HDF5. The serialization of Figure 8 has a link to an HDF5 file as a lot of measurement values occur within the specified time. Large amounts of data can be processed and stored more efficiently within a binary file instead of placing each of the 2976 values within an XML-tag.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> <rdf:RDF <!--Definition of namespaces--> <sowd:Distribution rdf:ID="PowerTransformer_2002-05"> <rdfs:domain> <sowd:PhysicalObjectSet> <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource= "http://scadaonweb.com/basics.xml#PowerTransformerAtInstant"/> <sowd:samplingOf> <sowb:ProductLifeSegment> <sowb:lifeSegmentOfProduct rdf:resource="http://www.company.eu/database#transformer01"/> <sowp:timeIntervalOfProductLifeSegment> <pqs:TimeInterval> <sowp:startTimeOfTimeInterval> <pqs:Time> <utc:utc> <mathml:vector> <mathml:cn mathml:type="integer">2002</mathml:cn> <mathml:cn mathml:type="integer">5</mathml:cn> <mathml:cn mathml:type="integer">1</mathml:cn> <mathml:cn mathml:type="integer">0</mathml:cn> <mathml:cn mathml:type="integer">0</mathml:cn> <mathml:cn mathml:type="real">0.0</mathml:cn> </mathml:vector> </utc:utc> </pqs:Time> </sowp:startTimeOfTimeInterval> <sowp:endTimeOfTimeInterval> <!--Definition of the end time 2002-5-31 at 24 h--> </sowp:endTimeOfTimeInterval> </pqs:TimeInterval> </sowp:timeIntervalOfProductLifeSegment> </sowb:ProductLifeSegment> </sowd:samplingOf> <sowp:uniformSpacingOfProductInstants> <pqs:TimeDuration> <sowp:minute> <mathml:cn type="real">15.</mathml:cn> </sowp:minute> </pqs:TimeDuration> </sowp:uniformSpacingOfProductInstants> </sowd:PhysicalObjectSet> Table rdf :resource="myFile.hdf5#myYPTR_DataSet"/> <mathml:apply> <mathml:inverse/> <sowp:Scale rdf:resource="http://www.scadaonweb.com/scales.xml# utcAndKelvinAndQualityID"/> </mathml:apply> </mathml:apply> </sowd:equals> </sowd:Distribution> </rdf:RDF> FIGURE 8 -XML serialization for a hot-spot winding temperature measurement of a power transformer
CONCLUSION
Because of the lack of W3C standards for units, the Web has been little used for engineering data up to now. With the ontology for engineering data defined within the ScadaOnWeb project, containing the definitions for physical quantities and scales described above, an ontology for the engineering domain is finally available. These definitions, comprising a standardized XML Schema for physical quantities, units, data quality and co-ordinate systems, form a basis for the handling of engineering data on the Web which applications in the engineering domain can reference. The ScadaOnWeb platform provides a generic solution to the efficient handling of Scada data which can be used within applications, and which can replace proprietary systems. Five software demonstrators of the ScadaOnWeb project use this generic platform in order to validate the technology. With the provision of a ScadaOnWeb plug-in it is expected to handle structured numeric data using web browsers in a simple way as it is possible for other standardized formats. Consequently, the use of the internet and intranet for Scada applications is likely to become more widespread.
OUTLOOK
The work done in the project ScadaOnWeb has laid a theoretical framework on which Semantic Web Services can be built. Rule Bases will be defined on top of the existing ScadaOnWeb technology with the help of which deductions from the results of process monitoring can be made, as the following example scenarios show:
• Rainfall and river flows are monitored to support flood warnings and the information is published on a web server. Different agencies (civil defence, police, utilities, etc.) can define their own rule bases, hosted either by the server or by a client, which will specify their own criteria for a warning notification.
• The performance of equipment is being monitored in a factory, based on by measurements made upon the equipment and also based on measurements made upon the manufactured items. A rule base can be defined to indicate whether the equipment needs to be re-calibrated or serviced.
• In applications concerned with Best Practice Advice to process operators, the operator needs to be presented with web pages that are constructed to present advice tailored to a particular operating situation. The content of the pages can be defined by rule bases that operate upon the process monitoring data.
The operation of a rule base could carry out control functions -this would create a 'fuzzy logic' controller implemented using the Semantic Web.
